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My first research topic: 
High-level synthesis

!

• Take behavior description of a circuit in a high-level language (like C) 

• Output architectural description in a hardware description language 
(like VHDL) 

• Design would be simulated by a tool for speed, area, and power 

• Not actually implemented in hardware; never saw a chip 

• Not very satisfying to me
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Abstract 
The third High-Level Synthesis Workshop was held in 
January of this year at Orcas Island, Washington*, What 
distinguished this workshop from its predecessors was 
that participants were asked to submit papers describing 
the application of their systems and algorithms to a set of 
benchmarks. This proved to be a successful method for 
comparing the extensive research being conducted in this 
area of CAD. In this paper, we will briefly describe the 
benchmarks and use them as a foundation for outlining 
the major themes in the research work presented at the 
workshop. The paper concludes with a summary of the 
discussions held during the course of the workshop on the 
future development of the high-level synthesis benchmark 
suite. 

1. Introduction 
High-level synthesis is the design and implementation of 
a digital circuit from a behavioral description. A 
behavioral description typically does not include struc- 
tural information (e.g., registers, busses, etc.) but 
describes the function to be performed by the circuit in an 
algorithmic form. In essence, a high-level specification is 
a program describing the behavior of the circuit. Over the 
last decade there have been literally hundreds of papers 
published on methods and algorithms for high-level syn- 
thesis. Unfortunately, due to the differing cultures (both 
within academia and within industry) these achievements 
are difficult to compare. 
The 1988 High-Level Synthesis Workshop was the latest 
in a series of gatherings to bring together CAD research- 
ers in the area of automatic digital circuit synthesis. It 
was organized primarily by the authors; Ewald Detjens 
was Workshop Chair and Gaetano Borriello was Techni- 
cal Chair. The purpose of this workshop was to begin the 
process required to develop a foundation that will permit 
comparison of high-level synthesis techniques. It was 
decided, by the organizers and an informal program 

*The 1988 High-Level Synthesis Workshop was sponsored by the ACM 
Special Interest Group on Design Automation (SIGDA) and by the IEEE 
Design Automation Technical Committee @ATC). It was held at the 
Rosario Resort Hotel in Eastsound. Orcas Island, WA on January 24-27. 
1988. Special thanks are due Judi Taylor of ACM for so competently 
handling the many organizational details. 

Exemplar Logic, Inc. 
Berkeley, CA 94703 

committee, that a set of examples could begin to form the 
common framework needed for comparison of both sys- 
tems and their component algorithms. The motivation for 
this effort came primarily from the frustration felt by 
many of the participants at the previous workshop (held in 
May 1986 in Santa Barbara, CA) with the difficulty in 
comparing the quality, applicability, practicality, and ori- 
ginality in the work that was presented. To address this 
frustration, we decided that for the 1988 workshop there 
would be a set of examples against which participants 
would relate the results of their work. The use of bench- 
marks for high-level synthesis systems allows determina- 
tion of how “real” the reported work is - whether there is 
anything that can be put to immediate practical use or 
must be further refined and extended. Furthermore, as the 
benchmarks were familiar to most of those in attendance, 
the discussion focused on the algorithms and results 
rather than the details of the examples. 
This paper is organized into five sections. This brief 
introduction is the first section. The next section 
describes the process by which the benchmarks were 
chosen and how they changed the character of the 
workshop. The third section is an outline of the major 
research directions being pursued in this arca. The fourth 
section is a summary of the discussions held at the 
workshop on the future of the benchmarking effort and 
the problems of multiple design representations and 
metrics. The last section describes the facilities being put 
in place for evolving the benchmark suite and the objec- 
tives of the next workshop (to be held in the fall of 1989). 

2. Current Status 

2.1. Benchmarks 
The benchmarks were selected at a meeting held at the 
1987 Design Automation Conference. A group of about 
twenty persons from both industry and academia met and 
agreed to disagree on what a perfect set of benchmarks 
would be. However, it was decided that such an effort 
was important and that at least a first cut should be made 
in time for the 1988 workshop. 
There were five criteria applied to the selection of the 
examples. First, there must exist a representation of the 
circuit that is either already machine readable or can be 
made so very easily. Second. it did not really matter what 

25th ACM/IEEE Design Automation Conference@ 
CH2540-3/88/0000/0477!$0i .OO 0 1988 IEEE 

Paper 32.1 
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onal, nor equally applicable to every system, the classi-
fication axes we present do form a reasonable approach
to characterizing or evaluating location systems.

The Global Positioning System is perhaps the most
widely publicized location-sensing system. GPS pro-
vides an excellent lateration framework for determin-
ing geographic positions. The worldwide satellite
constellation has reliable and ubiquitous coverage and,
assuming a differential reference or use of the Wide
Area Augmentation System, allows receivers to com-

C O V E R  F E A T U R E

Location
Systems for
Ubiquitous
Computing

T
o serve us well, emerging mobile computing
applications will need to know the physical
location of things so that they can record
them and report them to us: What lab bench
was I standing by when I prepared these tis-

sue samples? How should our search-and-rescue team
move to quickly locate all the avalanche victims? Can
I automatically display this stock devaluation chart
on the large screen I am standing next to? 

Researchers are working to meet these and similar
needs by developing systems and technologies that
automatically locate people, equipment, and other tan-
gibles. Indeed, many systems over the years have
addressed the problem of automatic location sensing.
Because each approach solves a slightly different prob-
lem or supports different applications, they vary in
many parameters, such as the physical phenomena used
for location determination, the form factor of the sens-
ing apparatus, power requirements, infrastructure ver-
sus portable elements, and resolution in time and space.

To make sense of this domain, we have developed a
taxonomy to help developers of location-aware appli-
cations better evaluate their options when choosing 
a location-sensing system. The taxonomy may also 
aid researchers in identifying opportunities for new
location-sensing techniques.

LOCATION SYSTEM PROPERTIES
A broad set of issues arises when we discuss and clas-

sify location system implementations. These issues are
generally independent of the technologies or techniques
a system uses, as described in the “Location-Sensing
Techniques” sidebar.  Although certainly not all orthog-

This survey and taxonomy of location systems for mobile-computing appli-
cations describes a spectrum of current products and explores the latest
research in the field.

Jeffrey 
Hightower
Gaetano 
Borriello
University of
Washington

Location-Sensing Techniques
When attempting to determine a given location,

we can choose from three major techniques:

• Triangulation can be done via lateration, which
uses multiple distance measurements between
known points, or via angulation, which mea-
sures angle or bearing relative to points with
known separation.

• Proximity measures nearness to a known set of
points.

• Scene analysis examines a view from a partic-
ular vantage point.

Location system implementations generally use one
or more of these techniques to locate objects, people,
or both. A report describing these techniques in
detail can be found at www.cs.washington.edu/
research/portolano/papers/UW-CSE-01-07-01.pdf.

IEEE Computer, August 2001 
!

Gaetano the high-level synthesis pioneer doing ubiquitous computing



–Johnny Appleseed

Margaret the renowned microarchitect doing Zebranet (circa 2002)



Talked my advisor into buying this

Sharp Zaurus SL5600 (2002), embedded Linux/embedded Qt
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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

This report was published in the proceedings of ACM SIGMETRICS 2000,
the International Conference on Measurement and Modeling of Computer
Systems.

2000 Association for Computing Machinery, Inc.
2000 Compaq Computer Corporation.
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Abstract

Reducing the energy consumed in the use of mobile and
wireless devices is becoming a major design challenge.
While the problem obviously must be addressed with im-
proved low-level technology, we have advocated also con-
sidering a higher-level view in which energy management
becomes an explicit design goal of the software developer
who can be more aware of the needs of applications. In
support of this objective, new programming models, mea-
surement tools, and simulation environments must be devel-
oped to provide the developer with feedback on the energy
implications of various design decisions. In this paper, we
describe an energy model and an execution-driven simula-
tor incorporating this model for the family of
devices.

1. Introduction

Reducing the energy consumed in using mobile/ wire-
less devices, thereby extending the lifetime of the batteries
that power them, is one of the major challenges in design-
ing such systems. While this problem can be addressed
at various levels (e.g., by improving battery technology,
by engineering low-power electronics and components, and
by designing more efficient computer architectures), we
have advocated designing applications and system software
with energy consumption as a primary measure of perfor-
mance [2, 12]. However, currently any attempts by software
developers to tailor the energy use to the specific needs of
applications are frustrated by several factors: a lack of feed-
back on what effect various design decisions might have
on energy use, an inadequate programming model of power
consumption in the target platform, a gap between our vi-
sion of how the application should control its energy use and

the ability to express that to the system, and limitations on
the flexibility of interactions between the operating system
and the given architecture. Identifying and alleviating these
drawbacks in the state-of-the-art of energy conservation are
among the goals of our Milly Watt Project1.
In this paper, we describe an energy model for the

family of devices and a suite of tools includ-
ing an execution-driven simulator. We present a power mea-
surement framework which is based on the model and used
to set empirically-derived parameter values for the simula-
tor. The development of a simulation environment that can
provide useful information to the programmer faces a num-
ber of challenges: The first step that must be taken is the
development of an abstract energy model. The model must
provide a simplified but accurate picture of how energy con-
sumption is related to the actions of an application. In this
way, any causality between the application source code and
the energy consumption of the device can be exploited. The
next step is to design experiments that accurately charac-
terize the power consumption of the device in terms of the
model. These values are then used as parameters in a simu-
lator incorporating the abstract energy model. Our simula-
tor is implemented as an extension of the Palm OS Emulator
(POSE) that is a major component of the PalmOS program
development environment [9]. For good predictions of en-
ergy consumption, the timing in the emulator must also be
calibrated to reflect the actual device. Finally, the results of
executing applications on the simulator must be presented
in a meaningful fashion to the user. We describe our ap-
proach to each of these issues.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In

the next section, we describe the target device and the ex-
isting POSE environment which serves as a starting point
for our development. Section 3 presents the energy model.

1The name was inspired by Reddy Kilowatt, a mascot for the electric
power industry, whose heyday was in the 1950’s.

MSWiM 2000

2. BACKGROUND
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Dirk Grunwald and Carlar Ellis later served as general-co-Chair and PC co-Chair of MobiSys 2008, respectively



My (naive) epiphany: most of the code is for graphical user 
interface

It was difficult for me to comprehend the code but I could count the lines
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How does graphical user interface matter for energy 
efficiency?
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ABSTRACT
A significant fraction of the software and resource usage of a
modern handheld computer is devoted to its graphical user
interface (GUI). Moreover, GUIs are direct users of the dis-
play and also determine how users interact with software.
Given that displays consume a significant fraction of system
energy, it is very important to optimize GUIs for energy
consumption. This work presents the first GUI energy char-
acterization methodology. Energy consumption is character-
ized for three popular GUI platforms (Windows, X Window
system, and Qt) from the hardware, software, and appli-
cation perspectives. Based on this characterization, insights
are offered for improving GUI platforms, and designing GUIs
in an energy-efficient and aware fashion. Such a characteri-
zation also provides a firm basis for further research on GUI
energy optimization.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.m [Computer systems organization]: Miscellaneous;
D.2.2 [Software Engineering]: Design Tools and Tech-
niques—User interfaces

General Terms
GUI, Low power

Keywords
Energy characterization, Graphical user interface, Handheld
computers, Low power design

1. INTRODUCTION
Energy consumption is a critical concern for handheld

computers. User interfaces consisted of an average of 48%

∗Acknowledgments: This work was supported by DARPA
under contract no. DAAB07-02-C-P302.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
CASES’03, Oct. 30–Nov. 2, 2003, San Jose, California, USA.
Copyright 2003 ACM 1-58113-676-5/03/0010 ... 5.00.

of the application code even a decade ago [18]. In mod-
ern personal computing systems, the user interface is al-
most always graphical, which only increases its fraction of
source code and resource usage. GUIs are direct users of the
display, one of the largest power-consumers in mobile com-
puting systems [4, 8]. Moreover, they determine how users
interact with software. Much of the software used in mobile
computing systems is not CPU-critical, i.e., the time and
hence energy required to finish a task is dependent more
on user interaction than on CPU speed. It is therefore im-
portant to improve system energy efficiency and awareness
through GUI optimization. Energy efficiency refers to min-
imal energy usage to finish a task while energy awareness
refers to the capability of trading other aspects of software
for energy savings.

GUI energy characterization is the first step towards the
above goal. It not only helps choose the appropriate GUI
platform and toolkit, but also helps design an energy-efficient
and aware GUI. It is also important for incorporating energy
scalability and awareness into software and trading different
aspects of software for energy efficiency dynamically.

In this work, we study three different GUI platforms on
three handheld computers. However, our work should also
be helpful in designing GUI software for other mobile com-
puting systems, such as notebook computers. As far as we
know, this is the first work on GUI energy characteriza-
tion. This characterization shows that GUIs are expensive
in terms of energy consumption, their different features con-
sume drastically different amounts of energy, and different
GUI platforms are quite different in terms of their energy
consumption. The characterization suggests ways to make
a GUI more energy-efficient and energy-aware, not only to
prolong battery lifetime, but to also finish more tasks in a
fixed amount of time.

The paper is organized as follows. We first offer back-
ground information on GUI platforms and related works in
Section 2. Then we analyze how energy is consumed by a
GUI in Section 3 and describe the experimental setup and
benchmarks in Section 4. Based on the experimental results
presented in Section 5, we offer insights for energy-efficient
and aware GUI design in Section 6. Finally, we conclude in
Section 7.

2. BACKGROUND
In this section, we first discuss the relevant features of

handheld computer software, and then provide information

Proc. Int. Conf. on Compilers, Architectures & Synthesis for Embedded Systems (CASES) October 2003



The first MobiSys already happened but I had no clue
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1. INTRODUCTION
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In the process of writing the CASES paper, I checked out Jason Flinn
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Energy-aware adaptation for mobile applications
Jason Flinn and M. Satyanarayanan

School of Computer Science
Carnegie Mellon University

Abstract

In this paper, we demonstrate that a collaborative relation-
ship between the operating system and applications can be
used to meet user-specified goals for battery duration. We
first show how applications can dynamically modify their be-
havior to conserve energy. We then show how the Linux op-
erating system can guide such adaptation to yield a battery-
life of desired duration. By monitoring energy supply and
demand, it is able to select the correct tradeoff between en-
ergy conservation and application quality. Our evaluation
shows that this approach can meet goals that extend battery
life by as much as 30%.

1 Introduction

Energy is a vital resource for mobile computing. There is
growing consensus that advances in battery technology and
low-power circuit design cannot, by themselves, meet the
energy needs of future mobile computers— the higher levels
of the system must also be involved [1, 7].

In this paper, we explore how applications can dynam-
ically modify their behavior to conserve energy. To guide
such adaptation, the operating system monitors energy sup-
ply and demand. When energy is plentiful, application be-
havior is biased toward a good user experience; when it is
scarce, the behavior is biased toward energy conservation.

To validate the energy benefits of adaptation, we present
results from a detailed study of applications running on the
Odyssey platform for mobile computing. Our results show
energy reductions in the range of 7% to 72%, with a mean
of 36%. Combined with hardware power management, we
achieve overall reductions between 31% and 76%, with a
mean of 50%— in effect, doubling battery life.
This research was supported by the National Science Foundation (NSF) under grant
number CCR-9901696, and the Air Force Materiel Command (AFMC) under DARPA
contract number F19628-96-C-0061. Addition support was provided by IBM. The
views and conclusions contained here are those of the authors and should not be inter-
preted as necessarily representing the official policies or endorsements, either express
or implied, of NSF, AFMC, DARPA, IBM, CMU, or the U.S. Government.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage, and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.

SOSP-17 12/1999 Kiawah Island, SC

c 1999 ACM 1-58113-140-2/99/0012. . . $5.00

Our measurements also suggest a novel approach to re-
ducing the energy drain of the display, an important but dif-
ficult challenge. Using this approach, we project a further
energy reduction ranging from 7% to 29%.

Finally, we show how the operating system can con-
trol adaptation by concurrent applications to give a battery
life of user-specified duration. To perform this control, we
have extended Odyssey to predict future energy demand
from measurements of past usage. When there is substantial
mismatch between predicted demand and available energy,
Odyssey notifies applications to adapt. Using this approach,
we demonstrate that Odyssey can extend battery-life to meet
user-specified goals that vary by as much as 30%.

We begin with brief overviews of PowerScope, a tool we
built to profile energy usage, and Odyssey. Three major sec-
tions follow: Section 3, on energy savings through adapta-
tion; Section 4, on reducing display energy usage; and Sec-
tion 5, on achieving a desired battery life. We close with a
summary of related work and future plans.

2 Background

2.1 The PowerScope energy profiler
PowerScope is a tool for mapping energy consumption to
specific software components. Its functionality and design
are inspired by CPU profilers such as and that
help expose code components wasteful of processor cycles.
Using PowerScope, one can determine what fraction of the
total energy consumed during a certain time period is due
to specific processes. Further, one can determine the energy

Pro filin g
C o m p ut e r
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C o m p ut e r

Syst e m
M o n itor

En e rg y
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Po w e r
So urc e
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P C  /  PID
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Trig g e r

This hardware setup is used during PowerScope data col-
lection. A data collection computer distinct from the profiling
computer controls the multimeter and stores samples from it.
Later, program counter and process id samples are correlated
offline with current levels to yield energy profiles.

Figure 1. Data collection in PowerScope

48



The beauty and awe of a solid system work. It reaffirmed my interest in mobile systems: it 
was much more interesting to me than the papers about high-level synthesis, despite that I 
did not understand much of it. 
http://imgur.com/gallery/bzvtOHe



How I felt about my own paper in comparison
http://www.panoramio.com/photo/12982144
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How does graphical user interface matter for energy 
efficiency?
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99% time and 95% energy spent waiting during interaction 

Using Calculator on Sharp Zaurus PDA 
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Epiphany: the most effective way is to reduce the 
idle power consumption
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Predict user delay using (1) history and (2) psychology
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Abstract— Power has become a major concern for mo-

bile computing systems such as laptops and handhelds, on

which a significant fraction of software usage is interactive

instead of computation-intensive. An analysis shows that

over 90% of system energy and time is spent waiting for

user input. Such idle periods provide vast opportunities

for dynamic power management (DPM) and voltage scaling

(DVS) techniques to reduce system energy. The user inter-

face is in charge of system-user interaction. It often has a

priori knowledge about how the user and system interact at

a given moment. In this work, we propose to utilize such a

priori knowledge and theories from the field of Psychology

to predict user delays. We show that such delay predictions

can be combined with DPM/DVS for aggressive power op-

timization. We verify the eÆectiveness of our methodologies

using usage traces collected on a personal digital assistant

(PDA) and a system power model based on accurate mea-

surements. Experiments show that using predicted user de-

lays for DPM/DVS achieves an average of 21.9% system

energy reduction with little sacrifice in user productivity or

satisfaction.

I. Introduction

Power has become a dominant concern for mobile com-
puting systems. While previous power management tech-
niques were mostly concerned with computation-intensive
and reactive applications, we are more interested in inter-
active applications that are ubiquitous on modern mobile
computing systems.

In this work, we analyze the power characteristics of in-
teractive systems, and employ the user interface informa-
tion, history, and Psychology theories to predict user delays
during system-user interaction. We show that such delay
predictions can be utilized by DPM/DVS techniques to re-
duce system energy consumption very eÆectively. As far
as we know, this is the first work that addresses power op-
timization of interactive systems from the perspective of
system-user interaction. Unlike other works, in which en-
ergy reduction is reported only for the processor, we report
energy reduction for the whole system.

The paper is organized as follows. After discussing back-
ground and related work in Section II, we detail the model
we employ for system-user interaction in Section III. User-
delay models based on Psychological theories and history
are proposed in Sections IV and V, respectively. We show
how DPM/DVS techniques can take advantage of predicted
user delays to save energy in Section VI. We then present
our benchmarks and experimental results in Section VII.
Next, we present discussions in Section VIII and conclu-
sions in Section IX.

II. Background and Related Work

We first provide energy usage characteristics of an exam-
ple interactive software, and then discuss background and

Acknowledgments: This work was supported by DARPA under con-
tract no. DAAB07-02-C-P302.

related work on power optimization of interactive systems,
DPM/DVS, and system-user interaction modeling.

A. Energy characteristics of interactive systems
Fig. 1 shows the power consumption when the

Qtopia [23] Calculator is used by a user on a Linux-based
Sharp Zaurus SL-5500 PDA, to compute (89 £ 56) ÷ 45.
The power is sampled at a rate of 400 samples per second.
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Fig. 1. Power consumption of Sharp Zaurus while running Calcula-
tor.

In Fig. 1, there are power valleys separated by nine ma-
jor power peaks, which correspond to software responses to
user tapping of GUI buttons. In the power valleys, the sys-
tem waits for user input while the Linux kernel does main-
tenance jobs like handling timer interrupts and schedul-
ing, which introduces small fluctuations and several minor
spikes in the valley. Such power characteristics are typical
of most interactive software usage.

To see how much time and energy the valleys take, we an-
alyzed usage traces for two users of four commercial appli-
cations shipped with the PDA, as detailed in Section VII.
The percentage of total time and energy the PDA spent
waiting for user input is shown in Table 1. Clearly, over
90% of the time and energy was spent in waiting for user in-
put. Moreover, most of the waiting periods are longer than
500ms. This demonstrates the vast opportunities available
for power optimization of such interactive systems.

B. Power optimization for interactive systems
Most previous system power optimization work has been

CPU-centric and devoted to reducing the system busy en-
ergy, which can be seen to be minuscule for the applications
shown in Table 1. Since the user interface, and hence the
display, must be active while the system waits for user in-
put, reducing user interface and display-related energy can
be quite eÆective for interactive systems [5, 8, 28]. Since
interactive systems spend so much time and energy wait-
ing, it is extremely important to accelerate software us-
age through user interface designs to achieve energy e±-
ciency [28].

IEEE Int. Conf. VLSI Design, January 2004

A clever, interdisciplinary idea but partial implementation 
!

Got started with human psychology 



• April 8, 2004, 4:30 p.m., Princeton Electrical 
Engineering seminar "Pervasive and Context 
Aware Computing" by Daniel Siewiorek 

• Project Aura 

• Distraction-free Ubiquitous Computing

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~./aura/auravideo.mpg

“User attention  
is the most precious computing resource”

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~./aura/auravideo.mpg


It is the human user that limits the 
energy efficiency of computers

“User attention  
is the most precious computing resource”

Energy efficiency = 
User productivity 

Average power consumption
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ABSTRACT
We observe that the modularity of current power manage-
ment algorithms often leads to poor results. We propose two
new interfaces that pierce the abstraction barrier that in-
hibits device power management. First, an OS power man-
ager allows applications to query the current power mode of
I/O devices to evaluate the performance and energy cost of
alternative strategies for reading and writing data. Second,
we allow applications to disclose ghost hints that enable bet-
ter power management in the presence of multiple devices.
Adaptive applications issue ghost hints to device power man-
agers when they are forced to use a poor I/O path because a
device is not in an ideal power mode; such hints allow devices
to implement proactive power management strategies that do
not depend upon passive load observation. Using these new
interfaces, we implement a middleware layer that supports
adaptive disk cache management. On an iPAQ handheld
running Linux, our cache manager reduces interactive re-
sponse time for a Web browser by 27% and decreases total
energy usage by 9%. For a mail reader, the cache manager
decreases response time by 42% and energy use by 5%.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4.2 [Operating Systems]: Storage Management—stor-
age hierarchies; D.4.4 [Operating Systems]: Communica-
tions Management—network communication; D.4.8 [Oper-
ating Systems]: Performance

General Terms
Management, Performance

Keywords
Power management, energy-awareness, adaptive caching

1. INTRODUCTION
Most I/O devices currently implement power management

algorithms that do not consider the context in which they
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are operating. Each device attempts to optimize its own
energy usage, not that of the entire mobile computer. Simi-
larly, applications rarely take the power mode of I/O devices
into account when deciding when and where to read or store
data. This modularity leads to simplicity of implementation
for both parties, but sacrifices both performance and energy
conservation.

The goal of our work is to enable better power manage-
ment by exposing additional context to applications and
devices. For applications, we add an OS power manager
that presents a common interface for querying device per-
formance and energy characteristics. The power manager
also exposes dynamic information that includes the power
mode that is currently employed by each device. Using this
context, adaptive applications can modify when and where
they read and write data in order to save power.

For power management algorithms, we add a ghost hint in-
terface that exposes “accesses that might have been.” When
an adaptive application chooses to not use a device because
it is in an inappropriate power mode, it discloses to the de-
vice’s power manager a ghost hint that quantifies the lost
opportunity. The power manager uses ghost hints to proac-
tively transition the device to power modes that better meet
application needs. We show that such hints are often a vital
part of an adaptive power management strategy; without
ghost hints, some applications achieve much poorer perfor-
mance or energy conservation.

To explore the effectiveness of these new interfaces, we
have built a middleware layer that provides energy-aware
data caching. We observe that remote access to data is fun-
damental to mobile computing. To guard against periods of
disconnection or poor wireless network coverage, many mo-
bile applications cache data on local disk. For this reason,
local and remote copies of data will often exist simultane-
ously, implying that an adaptive application has an oppor-
tunity to save time and energy by dynamically deciding from
which location it will read data. We have modified a Web
browser and e-mail reader to use this cache — our results
show substantial reduction in interactive response time for
both applications, along with moderate energy savings.

A secondary goal of our work is to provide the user with
a more intuitive power management interface. Currently,
each device exposes a separate set of custom controls for
tuning power management. These controls are typically not
expressed in terms that are meaningful to the average user.
We remedy this problem by providing a single, global knob
that controls the power management of multiple I/O de-
vices. This knob expresses the user’s relative priorities for
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µSleep: A Technique for Reducing Energy Consumption
in Handheld Devices

Lawrence S. Brakmo Deborah A. Wallach Marc A. Viredaz

Abstract

Energy management has become one of the great chal-
lenges in portable computing. This is the result of the
increasing energy requirements of modern portable de-
vices without a corresponding increase in battery tech-
nology. µSleep is a new energy reduction technique
for handheld devices that is most effective when the
handheld’s processor is lightly loaded, such as when the
user is reading a document or looking at a web page.
When possible, rather than using the processor’s idle
mode, µSleep tries to put the processor in sleep mode
for short periods (less than one second) without affecting
the user’s experience. To enhance the perception that the
system is on, an image is maintained on the display and
activity is resumed as a result of external events such as
touch-screen and button activity. We have implemented
µSleep on a prototype pocket computer, where it has re-
duced energy consumption by up to 60%.

1 Introduction

The energy requirements of modern portable computing
devices continue to increase as a result of various fac-
tors. Among these factors are the use of more power-
ful processors, the inclusion of more functionality, such
as wireless networking and imaging capabilities, as well
as an increase in their usage time as they displace other
pieces of equipment.

These increases in energy requirements have been par-
tially offset by advances in battery technology and ad-
vances in low power electronics. However, these ad-
vances have not been sufficient to satisfy the users’ con-
tinual requests for longer battery life. As a result, energy
management has become an integral part in the design of
portable computing devices.

Most portable computing devices, and in particular
handheld computers, differ from non-portable comput-
ing devices in some important ways. For example, the

processors used in these systems are highly integrated
and include a large number of I/O components such as
LCD controllers, serial communication interfaces, etc.
Another important difference is their usage patterns.
Most handheld devices are used interactively and, as a
result, there is a lot of idle time between the user inter-
actions, usually as a result of the user viewing or reading
the result of the previous interaction.

We have developed a new technique, called µSleep (pro-
nounced micro-sleep), that takes advantage of this usage
pattern. Rather than always putting the processor in its
idle mode during short (less than a second) periods of in-
activity, we put the processor in its sleep mode whenever
possible. The sleep state we use differs from the usual
system sleep state in important ways. The first differ-
ence consists of keeping the display on while showing
the image that was present before the system went to
sleep. The second difference consists of waking the sys-
tem up before the next operating system (OS) scheduled
event, such as servicing a kernel timer. The final differ-
ence consists of waking the system up when an external
event, such as pressing on the touch screen, occurs. The
goal of these differences is to make the user unaware that
the processor is sleeping. As far as the user is concerned,
the system is just idle. The display is on, and the system
responds to system and user events as usual.

Our technique differs from earlier uses of short duration
sleep in important ways. These differences are described
in Section 2. In order to evaluate µSleep we have done a
full implementation of this technique on Itsy, a prototype
pocket computer developed by our team at the former
Compaq Laboratories in Palo Alto, California. Section 3
contains a detailed description of Itsy, followed by a de-
scription of µSleep in Section 4. Section 5 describes our
evaluation infrastructure, which allows us to measure en-
ergy consumption while we replay interactive scenarios.
The results of our evaluation experiments are given in
Section 6, which show that energy consumption can be
reduced by up to 60%. Section 7 discusses potential im-
provements to µSleep and our experience implementing
µSleep on a Pocket PC device.
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This paper did what I was not able to do in the VLSI Design paper: it implemented the power management in the Linux 
operating system; and the short wakeup time almost made my solution irrelevant. (1) I felt lucky that the VLSI design 
paper appeared half year before; and (2) I felt that there is a lot things to learn about building systems
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ABSTRACT
Handhelds, such as smart-phones and Pocket PCs, have the
potential to become the computing, storage, and connectiv-
ity hub, or Digital Hub, for pervasive computing. However,
their current interfacing paradigms fall short of achieving
this goal. To meet this challenge, we present the system and
hardware design for a Bluetooth-based personal-area net-
work (PAN) of low-power wireless interfacing devices. The
network consists of a wrist-watch, a single-hand single-tap
multi-finger keypad, and a smart speech portal, and a GPS
receiver. These devices serve a handheld in a synergistic
fashion, collectively providing the user with immediate and
more natural access to the computing power and enabling
more and better services.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.m [Computer
systems organization]: Miscellaneous; D.2.2 [Software Engi-
neering]: Design Tools and Techniques—User interfaces

General Terms: Design, Measurement, Human Factors.

Keywords: User interface, Handhelds, Low power design,
Personal-area network, Bluetooth.

1. INTRODUCTION
We believe that handhelds are on their evolutionary track

to become the digital hub for personal computing. To a
significant extent, the challenge for such a role comes from
developing interfacing technologies that enable users to ac-
cess the computing power anytime and anywhere, which we
call Pervasive Interfacing. This work represents our initial
step towards meeting this challenge. In view of the limita-
tions of popular interfacing paradigm, we follow a number
of principles for developing new interfacing devices:

• Separating interfacing from computing;
• Separating information capturing from storage;
• Employing more interaction channels such as speech;
• Simplicity: low-power and inexpensive designs.

§
Lin Zhong was an intern with Microsoft Research in the summer of

2004 and later supported by a Harold W. Dodds Honorific Fellowship
from Princeton University.
†
Niraj K. Jha was supported in part by NSF under Grant No. CCF-

0428446
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We follow the first two principles by employing Bluetooth
to connect a handheld and its interfacing devices into a PAN.
We design a keypad, called violin-pad, which is small enough
to be attached to a keychain. Since it is physically detached
from the handheld, the user can hold it in one hand and type
in a fashion similar to playing violin. We also design a wrist-
watch, called cache-watch, which exports a display service
to the handheld so that the latter can displays information
on the wrist. We realize that one of the largest challenges to
speech-based interfaces lies in delivering a noise-resilient and
high-quality voice stream to the handheld in a user-friendly
fashion. We design a smart speech portal based on bone-
conduction sensing to respond to this challenge. We have
incorporated a Bluetooth GPS receiver, as an example of
information capturing devices, into the system as well. We
believe that new interfacing devices have to be inexpensive
to initiate a market and train users, and they have to be
low-power to obviate frequent recharging. Accordingly, we
design the wireless interfacing devices as inexpensive add-
ons to the handheld. We partition the interfacing task so
that only the minimal set of functionalities are kept on the
add-ons.

The paper is organized as follows. We present the design
and implementation of the Bluetooth-based PAN in Sec-
tion 2. In Section 3, we provide details of each of the inter-
facing devices: cache-watch, violin-pad, and smart speech
portal. We address related works in Section 4 and conclude
in Section 5. Although user studies are critical for such a
system that is intended for interfacing and pervasive appli-
cations, we focus on the system and hardware design issues
in this paper due to space limitations.

2. BLUETOOTH-BASED PAN

Figure 1: System overview of the PAN

Short paper at ACM MobileHCI 2005
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Abstract
Energy efficiency has become a critical issue

for battery-driven computers. Significant work has been
devoted to improving it through better software and
hardware. However, the human factors and user inter-
faces have often been ignored. Realizing their extreme
importance, we devote this work to a comprehensive
treatment of their role in determining and improving
energy efficiency. We analyze the minimal energy re-
quirements and overheads imposed by known human
sensory/speed limits. We then characterize energy ef-
ficiency for state-of-the-art interfaces available on two
commercial handheld computers. Based on the charac-
terization, we offer a comparative study for them.

Even with a perfect user interface, computers will
still spend most of their time and energy waiting for
user responses due to an increasingly large speed gap
between users and computers in their interactions. Such
a speed gap leads to a bottleneck in system energy effi-
ciency. We propose a low-power low-cost cache device,
to which the host computer can outsource simple tasks,
as an interface solution to overcome the bottleneck.
We discuss the design and prototype implementation
of a low-power wireless wrist-watch for use as a cache
device for interfacing.

With this work, we wish to engender more interest in
the mobile system design community to investigate the
impact of user interfaces on system energy efficiency
and to harvest the opportunities thus exposed.

I. Introduction

Energy consumption is a critical concern for battery-
driven mobile devices, such as handhelds, laptops, and
cell-phones. Most handheld computers serve their users
directly through human-computer interaction, and most
tasks are interactive. From the user’s perspective, the
concern is not really the power consumption itself but
what the user can do, given the battery lifetime. Energy
efficiency is, therefore, better evaluated in terms of

§Acknowledgments: This work was supported in part by NSF
under Grant No. CCF-0428446 and in part by a Princeton University
Honorific Fellowship.

energy consumption per user task. At a higher level,
one needs to evaluate

User productivity
Average power consumption

or (User productivity)£ (Power efficiency).
From such a perspective, human factors and user in-

terfaces have a large impact on system energy efficiency,
simply because they determine not only the power
consumption for interaction but also user productivity.
Most low-power research has focused on reducing the
power consumption, given a computation or interactive
task. However, it is equally, if not more, important to
optimize the interaction itself, i.e., reduce the interac-
tion power, and improve user productivity.

In this paper, we focus on the impact of human
factors and user interfaces on energy efficiency. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first work of
this nature. We first present theoretical studies of the
minimal energy/power requirements for user interfaces
based on human sensory limits, and then take into
account the human speed for human-computer inter-
action. We then investigate the energy efficiency of
the state-of-the-art interfaces by characterizing different
interfacing technologies available on two commercial
handheld computers. Based on the characterization, we
offer a comparative study of energy efficiency of these
different interfacing methods. We find that speech-based
input has a great potential to become the most energy-
efficient interfacing method since we can speak at a
much higher rate that we can write or type. Such a
comparative study offers guidelines for mobile system
designers when choosing interfacing technologies.

As the characterization clearly shows, energy require-
ments of state-of-the-art interfaces are far from the the-
oretical minimal. In fact, interfacing components, such
as the display and speaker subsystems, are among the
most power-consuming components. On the other hand,
human capacity is essentially limited, and the computer
usually spends most of its time waiting for the human
user during interaction. Therefore, significant energy
is spent in waiting due to power-hungry interfacing
components and a slow user, leading to an energy effi-
ciency bottleneck. Such a bottleneck cannot be removed
with more sophisticated user interfaces, which usually

Energy efficiency = 
User productivity 

Average power consumption
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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a system that uses the
wireless networking and microphone interfaces of
mobile devices to determine location to room-level 
accuracy. The wireless network provides a 
synchronizing pulse along with information about the
room.  This is accompanied by an ultrasound beacon
that allows us to resolve locations to the confines of a
physical room (since audio is mostly bounded by walls).
We generate the wireless data and ultrasound pulses 
from the existing PCs in each room; a PDA carried by
a user listens for both signals. Thus, our approach does 
not require special hardware. We do not use ultrasound
to send data. As a result we dramatically reduce the 
computational burden on the mobile device while also
decreasing the latency of location resolution. Our 
results indicate that (i)  ultrasound detection is robust
even in noisy environments with many reflective
surfaces; and (ii) that we can determine the correct
room within a couple of seconds with high probability 
even when the ultrasound emitting PCs are not
synchronized. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Future mobile devices will need the ability to determine 
their location and, thus, enable location-enhanced
computing.  Location is a major part of a user’s context
and applications can be constructed that adapt to the 
user’s current location. For example, a calendar 
reminder system can adapt by adjusting the time of an 
alarm based on traffic conditions or public 
transportation options between the user’s current 
location and their next destination.  Applications can be
designed that record the current location so as to better 
classify data for future retrieval.  For example, a digital 
camera can record the location at which each picture
was taken.  Location can also be used to modify the 
behavior of existing applications.  For example, a web 

browser can be set up to automatically render web 
pages associated with the user’s current location. 

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is by far the most 
prevalent example of a location system.  It uses signals 
from synchronized orbiting satellites to calculate a 
three-dimensional position relative to Earth’s 
coordinate system.  There are two issues with GPS that
limit its utility in ubiquitous and mobile computing 
scenarios.  First, it requires line-of-sight to at least three 
satellites for 2-D location resolution (four for 3-D). 
Unfortunately, it is difficult to obtain line-of-sight in
most environments where users spend most of their
time (i.e., indoors) and in places where most users live
and work (i.e., urban centers).  Second, and more 
importantly, a 3-D coordinate does not help a user
locate what they need as that coordinate must be 
translated to a form that is understandable to a person.
For example, knowing that someone is 100 meters 
above sea level at 47°N and 122°W is much less useful
than knowing they are in room 572 of the Allen Center
on the campus of the University of Washington.
Clearly, the information in the latter is much more 
useful in finding people and services. 

Many systems have been designed to provide mobile
devices with the capability to monitor their location 
indoors (some of these will be discussed in detail in the 
next section and a more complete bibliography can be
found at: http://binary.engin.brown.edu/publication/
Positioning_Ref.pdf). Designers of these location
systems need to make several key tradeoffs that affect 
the system’s usability [5, 7], among these are:

! Affordability.  A location system should be a
minute fraction of the total cost of a mobile device.
Cost includes not only the final monetary cost to
individual users, but also the cost associated with
installation, management, and maintenance of the
infrastructure portion of the system.   

! Resource Requirements. Mobile devices have 
limited memory, computational capabilities, and 
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Abstract

Given a sufficiently good network connection, even a
handheld computer can run extremely resource-intensive
applications by executing the demanding portions on a
remote server. At first glance, the increasingly ubiquitous
deployment of wireless hotspots seems to offer the con-
nectivity needed for remote execution. However, we show
that the backhaul connection from the hotspot to the In-
ternet can be a prohibitive bottleneck for interactive ap-
plications. To eliminate this bottleneck, we propose a
new architecture, called Slingshot, that replicates remote
application state on surrogate computers co-located with
wireless access points. The first-class replica of each ap-
plication executes on a remote server owned by the hand-
held user; this offers a safe haven for application state in
the event of surrogate failure. Slingshot deploys second-
class replicas on nearby surrogates to improve applica-
tion response time. A proxy on the handheld broadcasts
each application request to all replicas and returns the
first response it receives. We have modified a speech rec-
ognizer and a remote desktop to use Slingshot. Our re-
sults show that these applications execute 2.6 times faster
with Slingshot than with remote execution.

1 Introduction

Creating applications that execute on small, mobile com-
puters is challenging. On one hand, the size and weight
constraints of handheld and similar computers limit their
processing power, battery capacity, and memory size. On
the other hand, user’s appetites are driven by the appli-
cations that run on desktops; these often require more
resources than a handheld provides. A solution to this
challenge is remote execution using wireless networks to
access compute servers; this combines the mobility of
handhelds and the processing power of desktops.

Although Internet connectivity is increasingly ubiquitous
due to widespread deployment of wireless hotspots, the
backhaul connections between hotspots and the Inter-
net are communication bottlenecks. The uplink band-
width from a wireless hotspot can be quite limited (e.g.

1.5 Mb/s for a T1 line). Further, this bandwidth must be
shared by all hotspot users. The network round-trip time
between a hotspot and a remote server may be large due
to the use of firewalls and other middleboxes, as well as
the vagaries of Internet routing. For interactive applica-
tions such as speech recognition and remote desktops,
the combination of high latency and low bandwidth is
prohibitive; mobile users cannot achieve acceptable re-
sponse times when communicating with remote servers.

In this paper, we describe Slingshot, a new architec-
ture for deploying mobile services at wireless hotspots.
Slingshot replicates applications on surrogate comput-
ers [1] located at hotspots. A first-class replica of each
application executes on a remote server owned by the
mobile user. Slingshot instantiates second-class repli-
cas on surrogates at or near the hotspot where the user
is located. A proxy running on a handheld broadcasts
each application request to all replicas; it returns the
first response it receives to the application. Second-class
replicas improve interactive response time since they are
reachable through low-latency, high-bandwidth connec-
tions (e.g. 54 Mb/s for 802.11g). At the same time, the
first-class replica is a trusted repository for application
state that is not lost in the event of surrogate failure.

Slingshot also simplifies surrogate management. It uses
virtual machine encapsulation to eliminate the need to
install application-specific code on surrogates. Further,
replication prevents the loss of application state when a
surrogate crashes or even permanently fails. The perfor-
mance impact of surrogate failure is mitigated by other
replicas, which continue to service client requests.

The harnessing of surrogate computation is a multi-
faceted problem with many challenges. This paper ad-
dresses several of these challenges, including improving
interactive response time, hiding the perceived cost of
migration, recovering from surrogate failure, and sim-
plifying surrogate management. It also presents con-
crete results that measure the potential benefit of surro-
gate computation for stateless and stateful applications.
Other challenges remain to be addressed. Slingshot does
not yet address privacy concerns, provide protocols for
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a user listens for both signals. Thus, our approach does 
not require special hardware. We do not use ultrasound
to send data. As a result we dramatically reduce the 
computational burden on the mobile device while also
decreasing the latency of location resolution. Our 
results indicate that (i)  ultrasound detection is robust
even in noisy environments with many reflective
surfaces; and (ii) that we can determine the correct
room within a couple of seconds with high probability 
even when the ultrasound emitting PCs are not
synchronized. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Future mobile devices will need the ability to determine 
their location and, thus, enable location-enhanced
computing.  Location is a major part of a user’s context
and applications can be constructed that adapt to the 
user’s current location. For example, a calendar 
reminder system can adapt by adjusting the time of an 
alarm based on traffic conditions or public 
transportation options between the user’s current 
location and their next destination.  Applications can be
designed that record the current location so as to better 
classify data for future retrieval.  For example, a digital 
camera can record the location at which each picture
was taken.  Location can also be used to modify the 
behavior of existing applications.  For example, a web 

browser can be set up to automatically render web 
pages associated with the user’s current location. 

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is by far the most 
prevalent example of a location system.  It uses signals 
from synchronized orbiting satellites to calculate a 
three-dimensional position relative to Earth’s 
coordinate system.  There are two issues with GPS that
limit its utility in ubiquitous and mobile computing 
scenarios.  First, it requires line-of-sight to at least three 
satellites for 2-D location resolution (four for 3-D). 
Unfortunately, it is difficult to obtain line-of-sight in
most environments where users spend most of their
time (i.e., indoors) and in places where most users live
and work (i.e., urban centers).  Second, and more 
importantly, a 3-D coordinate does not help a user
locate what they need as that coordinate must be 
translated to a form that is understandable to a person.
For example, knowing that someone is 100 meters 
above sea level at 47°N and 122°W is much less useful
than knowing they are in room 572 of the Allen Center
on the campus of the University of Washington.
Clearly, the information in the latter is much more 
useful in finding people and services. 

Many systems have been designed to provide mobile
devices with the capability to monitor their location 
indoors (some of these will be discussed in detail in the 
next section and a more complete bibliography can be
found at: http://binary.engin.brown.edu/publication/
Positioning_Ref.pdf). Designers of these location
systems need to make several key tradeoffs that affect 
the system’s usability [5, 7], among these are:

! Affordability.  A location system should be a
minute fraction of the total cost of a mobile device.
Cost includes not only the final monetary cost to
individual users, but also the cost associated with
installation, management, and maintenance of the
infrastructure portion of the system.   

! Resource Requirements. Mobile devices have 
limited memory, computational capabilities, and 
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Abstract

Given a sufficiently good network connection, even a
handheld computer can run extremely resource-intensive
applications by executing the demanding portions on a
remote server. At first glance, the increasingly ubiquitous
deployment of wireless hotspots seems to offer the con-
nectivity needed for remote execution. However, we show
that the backhaul connection from the hotspot to the In-
ternet can be a prohibitive bottleneck for interactive ap-
plications. To eliminate this bottleneck, we propose a
new architecture, called Slingshot, that replicates remote
application state on surrogate computers co-located with
wireless access points. The first-class replica of each ap-
plication executes on a remote server owned by the hand-
held user; this offers a safe haven for application state in
the event of surrogate failure. Slingshot deploys second-
class replicas on nearby surrogates to improve applica-
tion response time. A proxy on the handheld broadcasts
each application request to all replicas and returns the
first response it receives. We have modified a speech rec-
ognizer and a remote desktop to use Slingshot. Our re-
sults show that these applications execute 2.6 times faster
with Slingshot than with remote execution.

1 Introduction

Creating applications that execute on small, mobile com-
puters is challenging. On one hand, the size and weight
constraints of handheld and similar computers limit their
processing power, battery capacity, and memory size. On
the other hand, user’s appetites are driven by the appli-
cations that run on desktops; these often require more
resources than a handheld provides. A solution to this
challenge is remote execution using wireless networks to
access compute servers; this combines the mobility of
handhelds and the processing power of desktops.

Although Internet connectivity is increasingly ubiquitous
due to widespread deployment of wireless hotspots, the
backhaul connections between hotspots and the Inter-
net are communication bottlenecks. The uplink band-
width from a wireless hotspot can be quite limited (e.g.

1.5 Mb/s for a T1 line). Further, this bandwidth must be
shared by all hotspot users. The network round-trip time
between a hotspot and a remote server may be large due
to the use of firewalls and other middleboxes, as well as
the vagaries of Internet routing. For interactive applica-
tions such as speech recognition and remote desktops,
the combination of high latency and low bandwidth is
prohibitive; mobile users cannot achieve acceptable re-
sponse times when communicating with remote servers.

In this paper, we describe Slingshot, a new architec-
ture for deploying mobile services at wireless hotspots.
Slingshot replicates applications on surrogate comput-
ers [1] located at hotspots. A first-class replica of each
application executes on a remote server owned by the
mobile user. Slingshot instantiates second-class repli-
cas on surrogates at or near the hotspot where the user
is located. A proxy running on a handheld broadcasts
each application request to all replicas; it returns the
first response it receives to the application. Second-class
replicas improve interactive response time since they are
reachable through low-latency, high-bandwidth connec-
tions (e.g. 54 Mb/s for 802.11g). At the same time, the
first-class replica is a trusted repository for application
state that is not lost in the event of surrogate failure.

Slingshot also simplifies surrogate management. It uses
virtual machine encapsulation to eliminate the need to
install application-specific code on surrogates. Further,
replication prevents the loss of application state when a
surrogate crashes or even permanently fails. The perfor-
mance impact of surrogate failure is mitigated by other
replicas, which continue to service client requests.

The harnessing of surrogate computation is a multi-
faceted problem with many challenges. This paper ad-
dresses several of these challenges, including improving
interactive response time, hiding the perceived cost of
migration, recovering from surrogate failure, and sim-
plifying surrogate management. It also presents con-
crete results that measure the potential benefit of surro-
gate computation for stateless and stateful applications.
Other challenges remain to be addressed. Slingshot does
not yet address privacy concerns, provide protocols for
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Abstract
The ability to walk up to any computer, personalize

it, and use it as one’s own has long been a goal of
mobile computing research. We present SoulPad, a new
approach based on carrying an auto-configuring
operating system along with a suspended virtual
machine on a small portable device. With this
approach, the computer boots from the device and
resumes the virtual machine, thus giving the user
access to his personal environment, including
previously running computations. SoulPad has minimal
infrastructure requirements and is therefore applicable
to a wide range of conditions, particularly in
developing countries. We report our experience
implementing SoulPad and using it on a variety of
hardware configurations. We address challenges
common to systems similar to SoulPad, and show that
the SoulPad model has significant potential as a
mobility solution.

1 Introduction
Today’s laptop computers give users two highly

desirable features. One is the ability to suspend a
computing session (e.g., running applications, open
windows) and resume it later, perhaps at a different
location. The other is access to their personal and
familiar software environment (e.g., applications, files,
preferences) wherever they are. In spite of this
convenience, a major drawback of this model is that the 
user has to carry a fairly bulky device. In addition,
though docking stations allow the user to use a larger
display and attach some peripherals, the user is limited
to the capabilities of the hardware integrated in the 
portable computer, such as the processor and memory.

Before the advent of portable computers, there were
two main approaches to suspending a session in one
location and resuming it at another. One method was
based on process migration between the machines at the
two locations [3, 17]. Another technique was to move
just the user interface and graphical windows across
stationary machines while continuing to run the 
application processes on a single machine [11, 15].
There are several solutions that store the user’s data on
a central server to make it possible for a user to log in
to one of several machines that are connected to the 
server and have a common startup environment [16].

More recent solutions to this problem have centered
on the use of virtual machines. For example, in Internet
Suspend/Resume (ISR) [7, 8] the user’s computation
state is stored as a check-pointed virtual machine image
in the network when computation is suspended, and
retrieved from the network when computation is
resumed at a machine that has similar base software.
ISR has since explored using a portable storage device
as a cache [18].

Figure 1: SoulPad architecture and use.

In this paper we present SoulPad, a portable device 
carrying the software stack shown in Figure 1, that
allows a user to walk up to a hitherto unseen personal
computer and resume a personal computing session that
was suspended on another machine. The SoulPad
approach exploits portable storage devices, fast local
wired connections, auto-configuring operating systems
and virtual machine technology, while coexisting with
the widely deployed PC ecosystem.

In summary, we decouple the user’s machine into a
body (display, CPU, RAM, I/O) and a soul (session
state, software, data, preferences). The soul is carried in

SoulPad

Resume PC

Encrypted Virtual Machine (x86 PC)

Guest OS (e.g., Windows, Linux)

Virtual Machine Monitor (VMware Workstation)

Guest Apps (e.g., Word, Firefox)

SoulPad (USB 2.0 portable disk)

Auto-configuring Host OS (Knoppix)

Suspend PC
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Abstract
Maintaining optimal consistency in a distributed system re-

quires that nodes be always-on to synchronize information. Un-
fortunately, mobile devices such as laptops do not have ade-
quate battery capacity for constant processing and communica-
tion. Even by powering off unnecessary components, such as
the screen and disk, current laptops only have a lifetime of a
few hours. Although PDAs and sensors are similarly limited in
lifetime, a PDA’s power requirement is an order-of-magnitude
smaller than a laptop’s, and a sensor’s is an order-of-magnitude
smaller than a PDA’s. By combining these diverse platforms
into a single integrated laptop, we can reduce the power cost
of always-on operation. This paper presents the design, imple-
mentation, and evaluation of Turducken, a Hierarchical Power
Management architecture for mobile systems. We focus on a
particular instantiation of HPM, which provides high levels of
consistency in a laptop by integrating two additional low power
processors. We demonstrate that a Turducken system can pro-
vide battery lifetimes of up to ten times that of a standard laptop
for always-on operation and three times for a system that peri-
odically sleeps.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

D.4.7[Operating Systems]: Organization and Design—
distributed systems, interactive systems, real-time and em-
bedded systems; D.4.8[Operating Systems]: Performance—
measurements; D.4.4[Operating Systems]: Communications
Management—network communication;

General Terms

Management, Measurement, Performance

Keywords

Power management, energy management, pervasive comput-
ing, mobile computing, low-power computing, embedded de-

vices.

1 Introduction

The performance and utility of any distributed system is
impacted by the availability of the participating nodes.
In order to execute tasks remotely and maintain consis-
tency of distributed data stores, nodes must be powered
on and connected to one another. These requirements are
difficult to support in a wired environment; if the partici-
pating nodes are mobile, it becomes even more of a chal-
lenge. It is particularly difficult to ensure that a mobile
node remains always-on to participate in the system.
Mobile devices are unique in that they have finite life-

times. In larger mobile devices, such as laptops, aggres-
sive power management is often used to extend device
lifetime by reducing the amount of time the device re-
mains on. Although PDAs and sensors are similarly lim-
ited in lifetime, a PDA’s power requirement is an order-
of-magnitude smaller than a laptop’s and a sensor’s is
another order-of-magnitude smaller than a PDA’s. How-
ever, these reduced power draws come at the price of re-
duced functionality and computational power.
This paper presents the design, implementation, and

evaluation of Turducken1, a mobile device architecture
that enables full device functionality, always-on avail-
ability, and extended device lifetime. Turducken inte-
grates several mobile computing platforms that operate
at different power levels into a single multi-tiered device
that can operate at the power level of any one of its tiers.
While the system supports all of the functionality of its
highest power tier, it can utilize lower power tiers to exe-
cute simpler tasks, thus reducing the system-wide power
consumption and extending the system lifetime. More-
over by integrating an always-on tier such as a sensor we
can achieve always-on availability.
Because maintaining consistency of distributed data

stores is one of the most integral tasks for mobile dis-
tributed systems, we focus our attention on Turducken’s
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Studying Smartphone Usage: Lessons
from a Four-Month Field Study
Ahmad Rahmati, Member, IEEE, and Lin Zhong, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Many emerging mobile applications and services are based on smartphones. We have performed a four-month field study

of the adoption and usage of smartphone-based services by 14 novice teenage users. From the field study, we present the application

usage and usage characteristics of our participants. We show that their usage is highly mobile, location-dependent, and serves
multiple social purposes. Furthermore, we report qualitative lessons regarding the evaluation of smartphone-based services. In

particular, we highlight the cases that an accurate evaluation would require a long-term and/or field study instead of a short or lab-
based study, and the cases where studying a particular application independently is insufficient and a holistic study, i.e., involving the

whole device, is necessary. We further present guidelines on effectively shortening the length of a study. These lessons are supported
in part by five identified contributing factors to usage evolution.

Index Terms—Human-computer interaction (HCI), mobile phones, mobile services, user studies, field studies

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

SMARTPHONES have become a popular platform for mobile
applications and services, many of which are evaluated

with short-term and often lab-based studies. In this paper,
we present findings regarding the usage and usage
evolution of mobile devices and services, as derived from
both quantitative and qualitative data collected from a four-
month field study of smartphones provided to 14 teenage
mobile users. In particular, we have observed that different
usage patterns may apply to different locations for each
user, and mobile phones were used considerably when they
were indeed close to PCs that were accessible to users.

Furthermore, we present qualitative lessons learned
regarding the evaluation of services based on smartphones,
In particular, we show that it is often crucial to have long-
term studies in real-life settings and examine the device and
its coexisting services in a holistic manner to accurately
evaluate the usability of mobile devices and services. We
identify five factors that contribute to the usage evolution
and user-perceived usability of a mobile service. The five
factors include the initial opinion users hold toward a
mobile service, the required knowledge and skill to operate
the service, the context dependence of its usage, the natural
process of boring the user, and the process that the user
personalizes his/her device. We further show that it may
take many weeks to converge.

Throughout the reported field study, we have gathered
both qualitative and quantitative data from focus groups,
interviews, and in-device logging. The field study was
carried out from late 2007 to early 2008 with 14 teenagers
from Pecan Park, Houston, TX, an underserved community
in a major urban area in the USA. Our participants had little

or no prior experience with smartphones, providing a
unique opportunity to study the adoption and usage
evolution of smartphone-based services. Importantly, we
do not claim that the services available on the smartphones
used in our study are representative of all mobile services,
especially newer ones. Yet we do believe that usage
evolution is intrinsic and the five factors identified in our
study will provide key insights into the evaluation of many,
if not most, mobile services. To optimize the instrumenta-
tion software and formulate initial hypotheses, we con-
ducted a one-month pilot study before the long-term study.
The same experimental smartphones were used in the pilot
study, but with 10 students from Rice University, all
majoring in engineering. Findings from the study were
reported in [1].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: We
discuss related work in Section 2. We present an overview
of the participants of our user study and their community in
Section 3 and explain our research methods in Section 4. We
present the findings of our user study regarding the
application usage and usage characteristics of our partici-
pants in Section 5. We present our findings regarding the
usage evolution of the phones, including the five identified
contributing factors, their supporting cases, and lessons
learned in Section 6, and conclude in Section 9.

2 RELATED WORK

Usability of mobile phones and services has been the subject
of intensive research. Kjeldskov and Graham [2] have
reviewed research methods of 102 Mobile human-computer
interaction (HCI) publications, of which 42 focus on
evaluation. Of the 42, only 19 percent employ field studies,
while 71 percent employ lab-based experiments. Kjeldskov
and Graham conjectured that lab-based studies limit the
development of knowledge on mobile HCI.

Our work further supports their argument. Recent work
has also suggested the importance of long-term studies in
real-life context settings for the evaluation of mobile devices
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ABSTRACT 
Previous studies have found that smartphone users differ by 
orders of magnitude. We explore this variability to under-
stand how users install and use native applications in eco-
logically-valid environments. A quasi-experimental ap-
proach is applied to compare how users in different socio-
economic status (SES) groups adopt new smartphone tech-
nology along with how applications are installed and used. 
We present a longitudinal study of 34 iPhone 3GS users. 24 
of these participants were chosen from two carefully select-
ed SES groups who were otherwise similar and balanced. 
Usage data collected through an in-device programmable 
logger, as well as several structured interviews, identify 
similarities, differences, and trends, and highlight systemat-
ic differences in smartphone usage. A group of 10 lower 
SES participants were later recruited and confirm the influ-
ence of SES diversity on device usage. Among our findings 
are that a large number of applications were uninstalled, 
lower SES groups spent more money on applications and 
installed more applications overall, and the lowest SES 
group perceived the usability of their iPhones poorly in 
comparison to the other groups. We further discuss the pri-
mary reasons behind this low score, and suggest design 
implications to better support users across SES brackets.  

Author Keywords 
Smartphones; Socioeconomic Status; SES; Applications; 
Diversity; User Study; iPhone; Mobile. 

ACM Classification Keywords 
H.1.2 [Models and Principals]: User/Machine Systems  

INTRODUCTION 
Understanding user diversity is a central tenet of human-
computer interaction (HCI) research [1]. With an under-
standing of how users vary, designers can better support a 
broad range of individuals with different backgrounds, ca-
pabilities, skills and interests. Smartphone users have been 
described as extremely diverse [2]. Yet, little research has 
moved towards understanding these differences in more 
precise ways. To this end, we contribute a naturalistic and 
longitudinal study of how different SES groups use their 
iPhones. The study leverages an in-device, programmable, 

continuously running logger that collects device usage, 
complemented by regular interviews with the participants. 
Our study has two unique features. First, unlike prior work 
that has very limited information about the participants [3-
5], it achieves more statistical control over potentially con-
founding variables. Our users are extremely similar in age, 
attend college at the same university, live in similar dorms, 
and have the exact same experience levels with their device. 
However, they differ in their SES backgrounds, which we 
show is important for explaining user variance.  
Second, our study logs smartphone usage for a longer peri-
od of time. Data is collected from most of our iPhone users 
for twelve months. In contrast, prior work is based on stud-
ies lasting at most a few months on Android and Windows 
Mobile based smartphones. This yearlong study allows us 
to study the adoption and long-term evolution of user be-
havior, which has been previously impossible. We chose 
the iPhone as, at the time of the study, it represented the 
cutting edge of smartphone design for usability, accounting 
for over a third of the US mobile Internet traffic as of April 
2010 [6]. Additionally, iPhone users have access to the 
largest number of third-party applications, with over 
300,000 officially released apps as of October, 2010. This 
enables our study to paint a comprehensive picture of how 
iPhone users employ their devices in real environments and 
capture longitudinal trends that were previously missed.  
Taken together, the two unique features highlighted above 
enable us to contribute unique findings in this paper instead 
of presenting mere usage statistics. After we describe the 
research that informs the current study in the Related Work 
section, we describe the logging methodology used to col-
lect real-world usage data from 34 participants. Because our 
users are all new smartphone users, we present results lon-
gitudinally to show device adoption and trends. While 
smartphone users are known to be diverse [2], we look not 
only at what the users do with the iPhones, but the influence 
of SES on how users differ. 
In the Diversity and Dynamics of Usage section, we de-
scribe aggregate usage patterns. This includes the first em-
pirical look at how users install and uninstall applications 
from the Apple App Store. We demonstrate the importance 
of a try-before-you-buy App Store, and show that web 
based versions of applications often entice users to install 
the full application. 
In the Effect of Socioeconomic Status section, we carefully 
examine the affects of SES by utilizing our two carefully 
selected participant subsets. They both attend the same 
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Ashu the information theoretician
MUKKAVILLI et al.: ON BEAMFORMING WITH FINITE RATE FEEDBACK IN MULTIPLE-ANTENNA SYSTEMS 2569

of such a system employing a beamformer codebook with
beamforming vectors (corresponding to bits of

feedback per frame) is bounded below as

(33)
where

and (34)

Proof: Let be an arbitrary beamformer codebook with
beamforming vectors. Let be the probability of

no-outage when is used for beamforming. We have

Using the upper bound on from (30)
and the distribution of in (31), we get

(35)

The second term in (35) can be simplified as

(36)

where is given by (32). The first term in (35) can be sim-
plified as follows. We have

(37)

(38)
where we have used the substitution in (37). Using
(36) and (38) in (35) and using ,
we get

The lower bound given above is valid at all SNR and for an ar-
bitrary beamformer comprising of beamforming vectors. We
have observed that the bound is fairly tight for various cases of

and which were investigated (see Section IV-B). Note
that even though the lower bound is validwhen (i.e., fewer
beamforming vectors than the transmit antennas), it is very loose
in that case. In particular, with the beamforming methodology
usedinthispaper, therateofdecayofoutageprobabilitywithSNR
forbeamformingwillbe while thebounddecaysat the
rate of as we show in the next section. In the next section, we
also show that the bound is asymptotically tight in the number of
beamforming vectors. The bound will be used to explicitly char-
acterize the behavior of outage probability of good beamformers
as a function of the number of transmit antennas and the number
of beamforming vectors. Finally, the procedure used in arriving
at the boundwill also prove useful in characterizing near-optimal
beamformer codebooks and will be used to derive a design crite-
rion for good beamformer codebooks.
We will now evaluate the outage probability of beamforming

when perfect channel information is available at the transmitter.
Note that thiscanbe treatedas thecasewhen ismadevery large.
The case of perfect channel information at the transmitter serves
asausefulreferenceinevaluatingtheperformanceofbeamformer
codebooks with finite number of beamforming vectors.
1) Perfect Feedback Bound: Suppose that the channel is

known perfectly at the transmitter and the receiver. It was
shown in [17] that the optimal scheme for minimizing outage
consists of a Gaussian code followed by a beamformer. The
optimal beamformer is given by a unit vector in the direction
of , where is the channel realization. The received signal in
this case is given by

(39)
The mutual information with Gaussian codes is given by

(40)
and the outage probability for a rate is given by

(41)

where we have used the central chi-squared distribution of
given in (31) and also substituted for .
The bound given in (33) can be used to understand the effect

of increasing the capacity of feedback channel. Fig. 4 compares
the performance predicted by the lower bound in (33) with the
outage probability of beamforming with perfect feedback given
in (41), for the case of four transmit antennas and a single re-
ceive antenna at a fixed SNR of 10 dB. It can be seen that the
performance gap between 2-bit quantized feedback and perfect
feedback is significant. But the gap is considerably reduced by
about 8 bits of feedback. The bound suggests that about 8 bits of
feedback is sufficient to perform very close to the case of per-
fect channel information with four transmit antennas and further
increase in the number of feedback bits will result in very little
improvement in the outage performance.
We will now illustrate the behavior of the bound as a function

of the number of beamforming vectors and SNR.
2) Asymptotic Tightness in : In this subsection, we will

investigate the effect of increasing on the lower bound on

An average Ashu paper would have more than 50 numbered equations and 10 proof.
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driven by novel platforms and  

large longitudinal studies of mobile users.”

My Rockstar citation



1. Follow the passion

Be true about yourself 
!

High-level synthesis is a great research topic and still a hard problem. Researchers like Jason Cong from UCLA 
who worked on it about the same time as we did made a huge scholarly & industrial impact. But it didn’t click 
with me. 
!



2. Do it better each time



It is fine to start low



Aim high 
It takes time. It took me five year to have my first MobiSys paper; another six year to have my first MobiSys Best Paper Award.



2.a Get out of the comfort zone

Be true about the research problem 
!

Don’t change the problem so that you can solve it 
Reinvent yourself to solve the problem



2.b Have role models

Not to copy their research but to analyze their approaches



I was lucky to discover Jason early on



Your role models do it better each time too:  
Jason has won five Best Paper awards since MobiSys’04: 

 3  SOSP/OSDI, 1 ASPLOS and 1 FAST

http://static.guim.co.uk/sys-images/Guardian/Pix/pictures/2014/2/14/1392396056634/Mount-Everest-rises-8848m-011.jpg



My Rock Band

Students (by seniority)

Collaborators (by alphabet)



1. Follow the passion 
     2. Do it better each time


